MMI Hotel Group has an opportunity for multiple Room Attendants at The Vue Hotel, a full-service hotel with 94 guest
rooms in downtown Natchez, MS. This position is responsible for cleaning and maintaining hotel guestrooms,
bathrooms, corridors, and lobbies according to department and hotel standards both in quality and in quantity.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Changes bed linen and towels.
Makes beds.
Empties trash.
Vacuums floors.
Dusts surfaces and polishes furniture and sanitizes telephones and remote controls.
Cleans bathrooms, basins, toilets, showers, and floors.
Replaces stocks of guest supplies such as coffee, shampoo and soap.
Re-stocks drinks in the mini-bar.
Cleans coffee pots and sinks.
10. Deep cleans rooms as scheduled, to include washing bedspreads ad blankets.
QUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS



Able to speak, read and write Basic English; high school diploma or equivalent preferred
Appear for work on a regularly assigned schedule

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES





Knowledge of institutional cleaning
Knowledge of safe chemical handling according to MSDS manual
Knowledge of customer service and guest relations practices
Ability to perform as member of Housekeeping Department team

PHYSICAL DEMANDS
 Lifting and/or carrying of objects weighing up to 25 pounds;
 Frequent lifting and/or carrying objects weighing up to 20 pounds.
 Constant standing and walking. Bending. Crouching. Kneeling. Reaching.
MMI is a Hotel Management Company based in Mississippi and operations around the southeast. With roots in southern
hospitality, the core of hotel management remains to put the needs of the guest first. After all, the guest is the true
boss. Around the Southeast, every MMI property reaps substantial advantages from being part of one of the region’s
hospitality leaders. To learn more about our company, please visit our website www.mmihospitality.com. You may
complete an employment application on our Careers page. MMI is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

